


The Journey

It all started with a student’s dream.  This dream 
propelled an idea that became a program that now 
has a life of its own, inspiring teachers and 
empowering students.

Dream Big



Imagine an an old fashioned auditorium, the one with the gym out front, the stage 
running across from one side to the other, big red velvet curtains ready for the next 
big show.  Seems innocent enough.

Enter teenage ingenuity and audacity. Imagine now two giant screens held straight 
by 2x4s hung between 15’ ladders -screen spirited somehow from Cineplex 
Odeon and cut in half. Dual projectors duct-taped to equally tall ladders a good 
distance from each screen. The students assemble on the gym floor with the roll 
and thunder of a noisy crowd. All goes silent when the lights dim and the 
projectors turn on. This doesn’t last long, as they burst into wild applause when 
they see the film production logo spinning on the big screens - they know 
something exciting is about to happen. The film begins and the teenage audience 
is held in rapt attention.

When the film is done, four fire cannons explode along the front stage, a rocket is 
fired from the back of the auditorium and screams over the heads of everyone - a 
fitting finale. Welcome to the wonderful world of teenage enthusiasm.

How could you not come away from something like that inspired, transformed?

Film has that power. OK, so the fireworks were crazy dangerous, but that is the 
workings of a teenage brain. 

ASSEMBLY ROCKS STUDENT TEACHER TO CORE 

1. It is a simple goal - get people to raise money for 
charity

2. Kicker: the people are teenagers
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This was the logo that sent the audience into a screaming frenzy.

Movie 1.1 Pixel Dust Studios rocks the house



What am I as a newly minted English 
teacher going to do to inspire and excite 
my students in the classroom? How will I 
ensure that what they are doing is 
authentic, valuable for the future? Will I 
be able to give my students access to 
technology?

 

So, my journey began. Arriving at 
Westdale, I realized that the journey 
would be a long one. Computers in the 
school labs, even though they were new, 
were incapable of manipulating video. 
There wasn’t a singe digital camera in 
the building. The projector was hidden 
away and religiously guarded in the 
auditorium. But, I had clear idea as to 
where the school should be headed, so I 
began to share my vision. 
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According to Don Tapscott, todays youth want : freedom, customization, scrutiny, integrity, collaboration, 
entertainment, speed, innovation.

Interactive 1.1 Net Gen Norms
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Chapter 2

Designing 
the program





It was important to ensure that the new Media Arts classes be 
project based and student driven. The Media Art curriculum 
seemed to best serve the needs of the students, plus the 
expectations were suited for yearbook production. 

The HWDSB supported the purchase of Mac computers as they 
were best choice for a design driven curriculum. We purchased 
the first iMac with the proceeds from the Fashion Show in 2002.

For the first few years students used the PC lab to manipulate 
images for the yearbook pages along with the few Mac 
computers we had to create the DVD. Students took turns, 
rotating with cameras, computers and the Macs.

It took time, but we eventually had enough Macs (first eMacs) to 
accommodate students in our classroom for both the printed 
book and the DVD. We are now developing a digital version of the 
yearbook using iBooks Author and iTunes Producer.

Students in grade 12 choose a sports team or club to follow for 
the year and take photos for the yearbook and create a 
documentary.  They must also market the yearbook and spend 
time producing promotional materials such as commercials and 
posters and organizing events such as spelling bees or talent 
shows to jump start sales.

Students in grade 10 learn about graphic design, short films and 
animation. They are introduced to various software programs 
such as Photoshop, Final Cut Pro, Adobe After Effects. They learn 
how to collaborate in small groups to produce multimedia 
products.

Students in grade 11 expand on the skills developed in grade 10. 
The emphasis is on student voice and personal relevance. 
Students collaborate on documentary film making. They also 
develop their digital citizenship and learn how to create a 
responsible presence online.
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Designing the Program

Authentic Learning
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Students check to see what they have just filmed as the entire class class films a Zombies in Westdale movie

Gallery 2.1 Authentic Learning
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Chapter 3

SHSM

Specialty High Skills Major



DIGITAL SOUND DESIGN

DIGITAL YEARBOOKS

SHSM

The Media Arts program is forging a 
partnership with Communications Technology 
in order to establish an Information 
Technology Specialist High Skills Major for 
Westdale in the fall of 2013.

Students will learn how to tap into their 
creativity in Media Arts and then apply the 
technical skills developed in Communication 
Technology to produce multimedia projects. 
Students who are interested in careers in 
graphic arts, film, radio/television and digital 
media are encouraged to participate in this 
new program.

New Directions
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Mantra

From the Sanskrit word mantra consists of the root man - “to think” and the suffix -tra, 
designating tools or instruments, hence a literal translation would be “instrument of 
thought”
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